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The status and models of Digital publishing 
Abstract：This Thesis examines the current impact of digital technology upon certain aspects of the publishing industry, especially the e-book industry. It reviews the key developments in globally digital publishing and sums up several publishing models of digital contents.
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1 Developments in Digital Publishing
Until recently, the only means of publication was through the medium of printing and paper distribution. The high cost involved in paper publications meant only written work that is able to appeal to a fairly large audience was published due to the economics of print runs and first copy costs. The cost of pPublishing and the associated distribution and marketing costs also meant authors had no other viable alternative to relying on professional publishers to publish their work. The developments in information technology since the early 1990s offered the possibility of online communication and electronic distribution of research findings more cheaply, timely and equitably than pPublications. At this point the academic and scientific community was ready to embrace and experiment with the new medium (Rao, 2004).
 
1.1	Innovations in Digital Publishing
The online medium has opened up many possibilities that have increased the accessibility, visibility, interactivity and usability of research.(Digital, 2009 and Ginsparg, 2009) Several innovations in electronic publishing that have been developed and reined are:
• Personal websites (editors, reviewers, authors, readers). 
• Blogs: personal entries in diary style. 
• List servers and discussion forums.
• Wikis: online reference works (encyclopedias) with contributions by anyone in the online community.
• RSS feeds (or really simple syndication feeds) deliver summaries of web content together with links to the full versions of the content. 
• Bibliometrics: automatic statistics on downloads,   citation count to quantify the impact of an article.
Open discourse is a relatively new feature in electronic publishing for enhancing communication. (Dayton, 2006) Most journals encourage open review and discussion that invite interested participants to submit comments using the “Post a Comment” function, as well as rate/rank the paper.
1.2 Evolving Technologies 
The unprecedented progress made in e-book publishing industry is one of the major developments in the field of e-publishing during the last decades. The first efforts started in the 1970s with the Project Gutenberg and the Oxford Text Archive. Project Gutenberg was founded in 1971 by Michael Hart at the University of Illinois. Today more than 20,000 public domain titles are freely available on the internet as a result of the ongoing Project Gutenberg cooperative effort (Project Gutenberg, 2006).

Many different types and kinds of electronic books are available in the e-book industry. Armstrong and Lonsdale (2003) offer a useful initial list of documents that are being made available in e-book from. They identified the following general types of e-books: textbooks, reference materials such as dictionaries; scholarly monographs; directories; grey literature, including technical reports, working papers, standards, conference papers and proceedings, official publications, trade literature, privately published material, theses, and translations; and, out of print and free e-books.


As high-speed internet access invades the average household, an odd 320 million households with broadband access in 2007 worldwide, digital publishing (e-books, e-papers, online research papers, etc) is evolving into big business. Publishers are taking their content online to reach out to a wider audience across geographies.Most universities and libraries are digitising books (fiction, research, white papers, etc); advantages being that people can read samples online and then buy books online or buy a part of the book that they want as opposed to buying the whole book.

2 Global Publishing in Digital Framework
2.1	Digital Publishing in North America
Nevertheless, in the US, e-books have begun to develop noticeable sales momentum and members of the Open eBook Forum (whose members   include both US and European publishers) reported revenues of US$7.3 million from e- book downloads in 2003, representing a 27% increase over 2002. These revenues derived from 1.4 million download (a 71% increase) and over 7,000 titles were published. This suggests that the average revenue per download fell from US$7.81 to US$5.59. (These figures are for   publisher revenues, so the falling price may reflect both falling end-user prices and rising discounts to intermediaries.)This trend is continuing in 2004, with sales in the first quarter of the year showing growth of 46% by volume and 28% by value over the final quarter of 2003. (Publishing Market Watch, 2004) American e-book sales in 2007, by 15 trade publishers, reached $31.7 million (or 23.6 percent higher than) in 2006 (IDPF, 2008).​[1]​

Book sales tracked by the Association of American Publishers (AAP) for the month of June 2009 increased by 21.5 percent at $942.6 million and were up by 1.8 percent for the year.​[2]​
E-book sales continued their sharp uptick in June, according to the latest statistics from the Association of American Publishers (AAP) and the International Digital Publishing Forum (IDPF), as seen above, which shows a 132-percent increase in trade e-book sales over June 2008. Sales for the month of June totaled $14 million. Year-to-date sales are now up 149.3 percent and the first two quarters of 2009 have already surpassed the total of all 2008 wholesale trade sales. ​[3]​

It's worth noting that these sales figures are just a snapshot of the entire e-book market, as they are comprised of numbers from "approximately 12 to 15 trade publishers," according to IDPF Executive Director Michael Smith, who also estimates that "retail numbers may be as much as double the above figures due to industry wholesale discounts" (Book Business, 2009).

2.2	The Japanese Digital Industry 
The paper publishing market consists of books, journals, newspapers, magazine etc. While the digital publishing market is composed of (CD, DVD, eBook) non-package, distributed through Internet worth US$ 19,842 Million.

In Japan, sales of e-book novels over cell phones grew to US$82 million in 2006​[4]​ (from US$0 in 2001) (The Economist, 2007).


Status of the mobile E-book market in Japan
Number of Mobile Subscribers in Japan; the number of 3G mobile whose speed is 3.5Mbps has increased to 60% for these 3 years.
Total Sales in the Mobile eBook Market in Japan; the sales of mobile eBooks has increased sharply and has come up to 92 Million US$ in 2006.
Number of Mobile eBook Sites in Japan; the mobile eBook sites have increased sharply and have reached 448 sites.
Categories of Mobile eBook Sites in Japan; the comics is the most popular category among mobile eBooks in Japan.​[5]​

Reasons for increase of the mobile E-book market   
Advantages 
Portability 
Operation is easy 
Payment is easy 
Disadvantages 
Display size is too small for some categories (Amaya, 2008)


Source: "Digital Book 2008", International Digital Publishing Forum
2.3 The Chinese Digital Publishing Industry
In China, lately, the government decided to supply 165 million students with an e-reader in order to avoid all the physical costs associated with textbooks.

In the past ten years, both the publishing of Chinese e-books and the introduction of foreign e-books have undergone tremendous changes in terms of quantity, scale and form. The Chinese e-books have developed from the digitization of printed books by three major integrators to the synchronous publication with that of printed books through cooperation with over 500 publishing houses.   

The development of Chinese e-books can be divided into two stages: 
The first stage is, from the 1990s to 2002, the embryonic stage of Chinese e-books. During the earliest development of e-books in China, technology played a leading role and the main content was digitization of printed books. Companies released Chinese e-books mainly in the form of database for organizational users, who mainly were libraries and each had its own e-book readers.
The Second stage is from 2002 to the present rapid development stage of the e-book industry in China. Super Star Company and Sursen Company released e-book products in Chinese in 2000 which is viewed as the opening year of the e-book industry in China. But the year e-books really began to boom in China was 2002. With the maturity of internet environment, e-book platform technology and DRM technology, many companies also took part in the industry of e-book publication. The foundation of Beijing Founder Electronics Company Ltd brought the breakthrough in the industry of Chinese e-books.   

In China, besides publishing houses and e-book integrators, many libraries also digitalize and provide e-book services. In 1999, the National Library of China set up the Center for Document Digitization, which is responsible for digitalizing special collections and producing e-books. The homegrown e-books by libraries are mainly the digitization of special collections required by users. (CALIS, n.d.).

The E-book growth in China 
There is growing interest in China with e-books, resulting in publishers increasing their digital collection. E-book sales grew 46% from 2008-2009 although most sales were in technical categories such as medicine and social science.​[6]​ However, e-reading habits in China are different from the West. As most Chinese e-readers tend to be expensive, younger and less affluent readers in China do their e-reading directly from computer screens in libraries, Internet cafés and at home. Hence, digital publishers like Penguin China have to prepare their e-books to accommodate such formats. Another potential formatting material for e-publishers to target is mobile phones as China currently has more than 700 million mobile phone users in China (HKTDC, 2009). The introduction and usage of foreign e-books in China is still in a small scale

The industry is based on the type of services; hence the use of e-books in China can be divided into 4 categories: digital library (for organizational users such as libraries), pay for reading (for private computer user), mobile reading (for mobile users) and others (for users with special reading equipment). According to 2007 statistical data, the digital library business took up 71.43% of the whole industry, the pay for reading took up 21.84%, the mobile reading took up 2.89%, and others took up 2.89% (Haifeng and Ying, 2008).​[7]​
 
The e-book integrators in China consider organizational users like libraries and research institutions as target clients, primarily providing professional books, educational books and reference books. They generally adopt the sales methods of signing licenses between e-book providers and organizational clients. The e-book providers of pay for reading are primarily e-book retail websites, which consider Internet users as target clients, primarily providing leisure books and adopts the sales method of retailing and paying on the Internet through e-bank. The e-book providers for mobile reading are mobile e-book websites (such as Mobile Bookstore of China Mobile). They offer mobile users  leisure books and adopt the sales method of retailing on the mobile e-book website and paying through mobile or e-bank (Feiyang, 2008).

Figure 5: The increase of e-book produced by domestic publishing houses

The e-book market in China has been expanded since 2002. By the end of August 2008, there were 500,000 titles of e-books published by domestic publishing houses. The amount of e-books published increased to 15000 in 2007, which is three times the increase in 2006 (as seen in the above figure 7).The annual e-book sales volume also increased from 55,000,000 RMB in 2002 to 169,000,000 RMB in 2007 (Zhengsheng, 2008).​[8]​

As digital publications get more and more market attention, the digital publishing mechanisms are gradually improving, but the industry still lacks unified standards. Publishing houses in China have realized the importance of digital publications and have begun to make strategic plans for the future. Because of the co-existing and integrating of traditional publishing and digital publishing in China, publishing houses have adopted the pattern of combined publishing.

In the digital publishing market, some domestic e-books are taking the forefront in the world in the aspects of technology and design, including the famous brands such as Hanlin familiar to the public, Dr. Yi, STARe-book from eREAD technology, Founder e-books from Beijing University Founder Group, Brastel e-books, Qreader of Liaoning Qintong Electronic Books Technology Co., Ltd, Hanwang etc (Fourth National Reading Survey, 2006).

3	Publishing Models of Digital Contents
EP is a very broad term that includes a variety of different publishing models, including digital content or shorter length content, electronic books (eBooks), electronic newspapers (eNewspapers), electronic magazines (eZines), eJournals, email publishing, database publishing and courseware publishing. These models are different with each of them having its own set of distinguishing characteristics, features and functions. 

Digital content generally refers to the electronic delivery of fiction that is shorter than book-length, non-fiction documents and other written works of shorter length. Publishers of digital content deliver shorter-sized works to the consumer via download to handheld and other wireless devices.

eBooks are electronic versions of books that are delivered to consumers in digital formats. The potential market for eBooks and shorter length digital content is large; widespread acceptance and usage is expected with the ability to download rich multimedia content eBooks directly from the Internet (Rao, 2004).

eNewspapers are the online accompaniments of established newspapers where news articles and the latest updates are published on the web. The paper version from the printing press is still the mainstay but the electronic version is where the most up-to-date developments are found.

eZines are equivalent to eNewspapers but published by established print magazine publishers. Many magazine titles such as The Economist, Times, National Geographic, and so on, have also established online websites. On the other hand, there are others that exist solely as electronic entities such as ZDNet (http://www.zdnet.com), Slate (http://slate.msn.com) and many others. There are also not-for-profit, self-publishing eZines that first appeared as text only publications distributed via email, Usenet and Gopher servers (McHugh, 1996).

eJournals are electronic versions of journals, publications used extensively by the scientific and academic community to disseminate research findings. The online medium can facilitate the anonymous peer refereeing process. The prospect of interactive publications with peer commentaries and spontaneous refereeing options can be explored because of the online medium ability to publish timely critiques of fellow scholars and researchers (Harnad, 1996; Ashcroft, 2002).

Email publishing or newsletter publishing is a growing medium due to the ease of delivery and production of email newsletters and its popularity among readers for the ease of receipt. A variety of formats, styles and topics are evident among the large number of email newsletters, mailing lists and discussion lists available. Some email newsletters are similar to printed newsletters or mini-magazines, functioning like small eZines, which are delivered to subscribing readers. Some email mailing lists are discussion lists that resemble an ongoing virtual conversation with messages delivered to all the subscribers.

Database publishing requires information contents to be stored as document components in databases. These document components could then be reused for the production of new publishing products when the databases are queried by the publishing system to extract and combine information to produce professional looking documents. Database publishing tools allows selected fields to be applied with particular styles and printed. Such tools are invaluable for publishing catalogues that require regular updating, for example the yellow pages, directories and catalogues of parts.

Courseware publishing refers to publishers reusing information content in databases to create customized texts for particular audiences. An early example of courseware publishing systems is McGraw-Hill’s Primis (Lynch, 1994), a dynamic information database designed to meet the individual course needs of teachers and professors at all levels of education. Top professional societies like IEEE and ACM also use courseware publishing to provide electronic contents to students who cannot afford the price of the printed periodicals or textbooks.

4	Impacts of the Technologies on Publishing
The publishing industry like many other industries has not escaped the impact of information technology in both the production and distribution of the information it creates. From earliest DTP techniques to the selling of books over the internet and the publishing of electronic journals the publishing industry has readily accepted technological innovation. Many publishers are now ready to embrace the potential of the web as a method of publishing and distribution rather than as a purely marketing tool. Publishing is facing the greatest period of change in its history; markets, channels, customers, processes and products all subject to digital change.

Despite the recent changes in publishing methods, the most significant is only now starting to gain momentum. Publishers are re-examining content delivery methods and embracing electronic distribution as a means to provide audiences with customized, modular, interactive, digital content. Publishers who maintain traditional print media and foster an electronic publishing environment can lower production and distribution costs, increase revenue opportunities, and provide multiple channels to distribute content to consumers. But first, publishers must overcome several obstacles that lie in their path (Microsoft, 2004). Digital publishing is becoming publishing while publishing sectors are now diverging greater and faster than ever seen before. The threat from new entrants and disintermediation are now significant than before and can not just be wished away.
4.1	The Impacts of Digital Publishing
The introduction and adoption of EP in recent years have made tremendous impact on various constituent groups including publishers, retailers and readers (Jantz, 2001). Rawlins (1997) highlighted the difficulties commonly faced by all publishers in the pre-EP era and the impact of today’s EP in the publishing industry. Publishing is a difficult business as the economics of paper printing and distribution means titles have to be produced in large print runs to be profitable but there is no guarantee that a book will sell its print run. Large print runs tie up capital in a product for a long time, leaving less capital to buy new titles or to promote current ones. Other related costs are: warehousing, transportation, salaries, delay times, backordering, competing for scarce outlet shelf space, overestimating demand and having to destroy the remainder, underestimating demand and having to lose business or annoy customers and writing off depreciation in capital due to decay or obsolescence. Publishers allow retailers to return unsold copies in order to encourage retailers to carry their titles; however, sometimes as much as half of a mass-market fiction print run of 500,000 copies is returned.
With the introduction of EP and electronic distribution, outlets no longer have to keep as many copies of each title as they think they can sell; they only need one copy or a few copies for promotional use. This can increase the diversity of titles that outlets can offer. Eventually, distribution costs to publishers might be negligible since the retail model has shifted from publishers supplying products to readers acquiring products. Additionally, publishers would not lose revenue to used-textbook stores as the most recent version could be instantly and cheaply available to students.

Moving into eBooks and electronic distribution on demand eliminates printing and its costly consequences. Production involves only editing, reviewing and developing acceptable projects. Printing and distribution costs are very much reduced, allowing more resources for acquisition and marketing. Publishers in the subscription scheme also have large stable incomes over a period of years, making it easier to attract venture capital for start-up or expansion, to plan and to reduce unwanted risks.

As for retailers, the electronic media allows retailers to choose from a melange of distribution schemes to reduce risk and increase profit (melange is an open source framework for managing open source contribution workflows). For example, bookstores might have half their stock as compact discs, thereby increasing shelf space for more titles to be displayed. eBooks are more flexible than paper books and this quality might attract more customers to retailers. For readers not comfortable with browsing electronic systems, there will always be bookstores similar to those existing today to serve them. However, these bookstores could carry hundreds more titles than they carry today because they would need only one copy of each. Customers could browse through the copy as they do today and then have an electronic copy delivered to them when they decide to buy the publication.

With eBooks, readers have instant and online access. Readers also have instant updates and revisions and electronic contact with all the other readers of a book, thereby sharing ideas and reactions more rapidly and with more people. eBooks also need not go out of print and might be cheaper and less bulky than paper books. Instead of several expensive books, thousands of books could be stored on one small and light memory device. 

eBooks contain electronic bookmarks and cross-referencing. They can have all the advantages of paper books such as handwritten annotation, highlighting with coloured markers, underlining, post-it notes and bookmarks through software on small portable pen-based computers. Unlike pBooks, eBooks are multimedia and thus aid the blind, sight-impaired, illiterate or busy users. eBooks can also be customized for their readers and need not be an exact copy. eBooks have become increasingly lifestyle-targeted with the global information economy and the corresponding increased knowledge of consumer tastes and competition (Bar-Ilan, Peritz & Wolman, 2003; Cochenour & Moothart, 2003).

4.2	The Digital Publishing Paradigm Shift
How digital publishing disrupts the established business model is by allowing authors the option to choose to self-publish. This is feasible if they’re confident in promoting their books themselves outside of the book catalog and book tour avenue of publishing publicity. 

Publishers can also benefit since by being able to avoid printing an excessive amount of inventory, reduce production and storage costs and channel their efforts more towards promotion and less on the production element of the business.

But the biggest payout for digital book readers could potentially be the environmental impact. Step into your bookstore and imagine that half of the books you sell will be unsold and relegated to a paper mill for shredding or burning. 

When you take that example and multiply it by all the bookstores in the country, the potential is there for digital publishing to supplant not just the business model for brick-and-mortar bookstores, but also positively impact the environment (Silverstein, 2009).

In March 2000, when Stephen King decided to release his novella "Riding the Bullet" in e-book format only, it was such a success that it caused outages at book e-tailers across the Web, including Amazon and BarnesandNoble.com. In another high-profile move, popular suspense author Frederick Forsyth released the first in a five-part e-book short story series through Internet publisher Online Originals. King also tried offering a serialized e-book on the Net, "The Plant," through the honor system, but discontinued it in November because thousands of fans were downloading the book without paying (Enos, 2001). This reflected the shift author/ publisher to digital authors, a really trying time for the industry.

4.3	The New Technologies as E-books
E-books have not been successful in the European market, and the low level of sales   has   meant   that   no tracking   has   been established. This   presents   a   major problem in commenting on this aspect of the industry.
 
However, in the US the position of e-books is much better documented. After a difficult start, it is becoming a substantial industry: in 2003 over 1.3 million downloadable e-books were sold, generating revenues of nearly $7.4 million, a 27% increase over 2002. This is encouraging, but the European market is starting from a much lower point. The number of new titles published in the US each quarter is between 1,000 and 2,000, so the range is growing slowly, (www.desktoppub.about.com, 2008).​[9]​

The impact of dedicated e-book platforms has yet to be seen. Since the beginning of   2004,   Sony and   Matsushita have   both   announced   e-book   readers with light weight, high-quality screens and long battery life.Release dates are as yet unspecified. Hewlett-Packard also has a reader under development. The release of these devices at attractive prices has the potential to change the speed of take-up and move e-books beyond the early adopter market. 

Formats may prove to be a problem: currently, all three use different file formats so books have to be produced specifically for one or more readers. Both Japanese manufacturers are incorporating some form of rights protection, thereby in theory removing one potential objection by publishers. In practice, it is likely that publishers will remain cautious as they fear that texts will become as abused by file-sharing services as they believe music already to be. 

E-books may not be aimed at affluent markets: both the Japanese manufacturers consider that their devices will be especially suitable for developing countries in Asia, including China. They are robust, and eventually the total cost of use with a collection of books maybe below the costs of print purchase of the same content. 

In Europe, academic markets are likely to be an early target for e-book publishers. Demand from academic communities (students and staff) is high,   based on expectations of lower costs; the academic publishing market  also has   fewer reservations about on-screen reading as it is already used to getting much of its content online. 

The supply chain is likely to be different, but publishers may still find themselves disintermediated: this time by specialist aggregators rather than by conventional retailers. However, there are obvious per-copy production economies once the development costs have been met. In the more distant future, the acceptance of more interactive platforms such as mobile phones, which allow the reader to respond and interact, may change the type of publishing that works on e-books away from reproductions of the printed original into services in which reciprocity becomes significant: few book publishers are equipped to manage well such activities at the moment, (www.desktoppub.about.com, 2008).
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